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Outline
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 Definitions of the term ―governance‖

 corporate governance, a new process, societal governance

 as used today within Canadian governments

 Governance in non-government institutions

 international organizations, universities, think tanks

 Governance evolution over time 

 changes in response to changed environment and fashion

 changes in response to new research and theory

 Governance challenges for public service managers

 red tape, administrative bloat and the ―Ottawa consensus‖

 a good governance agenda for an era of austerity



Societal governance: Carolyn Tuohy
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― Increasingly, policymakers in Canada and other

advanced nations are coming to see the role of

government as operating through networks of

state and societal actors, rather than as command

and control hierarchies.  In a context in which

most policy problems now entail issues that span

sectors, jurisdictions and even nations - establishing 

the conditions for prosperity, sustaining the 

environment, re-negotiating the inter-generational 

contract – governments cannot achieve their ends by 

acting alone.

How can governments establish the framework

that motivates state and societal actors to engage

in collective action to pursue common goals?

The traditional exercise of authority through

hierarchies is one of a number of types of 

governance - others may entail greater use

of market instruments and/or the exercise of

‗leadership‘ - guiding, negotiating, brokering

and facilitating the emergence of consensus.‖

Three ways of governing social relationships:

1. Hierarchies govern relationships through 

authority-based rules and procedures

2. Markets function through relationships 

between multiple independent actors 

who exchange valued things with each 

other

3. Networks are grounded in mutual 

subscription to common values.

Carolyn Tuohy,  in From Red Tape to Clear 

Results,  Blue Ribbon Panel, 2006



Societal governance: 1990s formulations
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 Governance as a socio-cybernetic system

 ―Governance can be seen as the pattern or structure that 

emerges in a socio-political system as common result or 

outcome of the interacting intervention efforts of all involved 

actors‖ (Kooiman, 1993)

 Governance as self-organizing networks

 ―Integrated networks resist government steering, develop their 

own policies and mould their environments‖ (Rhodes, 1996)

―If it is price competition that is the central 

coordinating mechanism of the market and 

administrative orders that of the hierarchy , 

then it is trust and cooperation that centrally 

articulates networks‖ (Frances et al, 1991)



Institutional governance
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 Corporate governance

 ―the system by which organizations are directed and 

controlled‖ (Cadbury Report, UK, 1992)

 ―If management is about running business, governance is about 

seeing that it is run properly.‖ (Tricker, 1994)

 Government governance

 ―the processes and structures through which power and 

authority are exercised, including decision-making processes.‖ 

(Ontario Ministry of Finance, 2008)



Governance and happiness
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 How government functions and how 

citizens think it functions have significant 

effects on citizen‘s sense of well-being

http://www.amazon.ca/gp/reader/0691144893/ref=sib_dp_pt


Departmental governance in Ottawa
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 Search results for

―governance‖ in recent

committee materials

 June Health DAC:

137 hits in 22 documents

 September INAC DAC:

75 hits in 12 documents

 September INAC EPMRC:

88 hits in 8 documents



Governance according to the IOG
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―Governance is 

concerned with how 

decisions important 

to a society or an 

organization are 

taken. It helps define 

who should have 

power and why, who 

should have a voice 

in decision-making, 

and how 

accountability is 

rendered to 

citizens.‖ (Institute on 

Governance, 2010)



Good governance according to the IOG
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IOG/UNDP principles of good governance
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Observation: Our own system is under 

strain...



Zussman’s six sources of system strain
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 Zussman‘s six factors

1. information technologies

2. impossibility of keeping 

information confidential

3. erosion in influence of 

public service on policy

4. post-Gomery personal-

ization of accountability

5. lack of consultation and 

reliance on evidence

6. minority government and 

politics of non compromise



Proposals for Parliamentary reform
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Governance in other institutions
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 International institutions (e.g., IMF)

 decisionmaking with no PM

 ―nations have no permanent

friends or allies, they only have

permanent interests‖

(Lord Palmertson, 1784-1865)

 expertise, evidence

 Universities

 collegial decisionmaking

 boards, senates and unions

 Non-profit think tanks

 volunteers, always broke



Applying recent research and theory
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 My dream project (with generous SSHRC funding)

 Interdisciplinary

 psychology (particularly evolutionary and social psychology)

 economics (particularly behavioural economics)

 political science and ethics

 public administration

 law (particularly public law)

 organizational behaviour and management (particularly 

leadership theory)

Human reality in public management: using recent 

work in psychology, behavioural economics and ethics to 

reframe principles of public policy and public administration



Evolutionary psychology and governance
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 Our brains and emotions evolved before agriculture and 

large societies: adapted for survival as hunter gatherers

 maximum tribal size of 175 persons

 constantly at war

 sharp division of labour between sexes

 Emotions had an adaptive purpose for hunter gatherers

 disgust, terror, courage, aggression

 kinship, sexuality, reciprocity, grievance, revenge

 in-group, out-group, duty, valour, honour, spirituality, ecstasy

 Emotions play crucial roles in good governance today

 politics of hope, fear, friends & enemies, values

 management: working with others



Having fun with dopamine
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 If you ask senior public servants what they find most 

rewarding about their profession, they almost invariably 

mention three things: 

 working with interesting colleagues

 working in the service of public

 working on intellectually challenging problems

 These are exactly the kinds of situations that, according 

to the research, raise the level of neurotransmitters such 

as dopamine (the ―happiness hormone‖) in the brain



Doing well by doing good
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 We humans are ultrasocial animals and have a basic drive 

to relate to others

 Like many other mammals, we also have a basic drive to 

make things happen.We get an emotional reward from

 interacting harmoniously with others

 contributing to a cause larger than ourselves

 voluntarily immersing ourselves in a task that is challenging but 

closely enough matched to our abilities that we can find 

creative solutions and get feedback at each step

 Over time, this leads to friendships, membership in a 

valued group, and a sense of personal achievement. In 

other words, we are having fun
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Back to the governance future
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 The coming fiscal crunch

 Although better positioned than

many others, Canadian fiscal

environment in next decade

will be similar to 1990s

 Governance pendulum swings

 centralization-empowerment:  the balance between centralized 

and decentralized decision-making 

 propriety-performance:  the balance between the process-related 

demands of demonstrating compliance with what voters think 

to be proper behaviour by servants of the public and the 

results-related demands of increasing system performance



Principles of frugal public management
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1. Results-oriented measures and objectives

 State objectives in ways that make it possible

to construct performance measures that can

form the basis for appropriate incentives and

funding mechanisms 

2. Performance-related incentives for

individuals and institutions

 Think through what behaviour you want from individuals and institutions and 

create funding and regulatory environments that encourage that behaviour

3. Efficiency-related concentration and specialization

 Centralize processes where average cost falls as scale is increased; concentrate 

where efficiencies are gained through specialization; collocate where benefits can 

be obtained from working in proximity to those performing related activities  

4. Market-related compensation

 Pay what is required, but not more, to secure the inputs needed to deliver 

programs



Principles of frugal public management
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5. Policy-oriented fee setting 

 Introduce or increase carefully designed user

fees that are consistent with policy objectives 

6. Equity-oriented targeting 

 Target benefits to those who most need them

7. Change-sensitive implementation planning 

 Because rigorous application of these

principles would alter the distribution

of the benefits of public expenditure,

program changes need to be carefully

planned and phased, with appropriate

grandfathering and other adjustment

provisions  

It will be tough but we

will not be alone



A consulting firm list
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Strategic direction will align resources and

organizational focus to improve long-term policy

outcomes. 

Top quality financial management — bringing with 

it the application of clear and consistent policies, 

controls and procedures

Customer relationship management will put

the needs of citizens at the heart of service

design, helping to ensure that government

priorities closely reflect local needs. 

Supply chain management will ensure the

most value is extracted from external resources

— in business process outsourcing as well as

traditional goods and services suppliers.

People and organizational change capability

ensures that the power and value of teams are

improved as public sector organizations go

through a dif cult period of transition to a new

form that better reflects the needs of citizens

IT and data security are key to ensuring

that citizens‘ information remains secure and

legislation in this domain is complied with. It

will require the ability to identify and manage .

.

IT functions must evolve so that they can help

make the best use of technology in support of

front-line and back-of ce services. 

Enterprise-wide risk management will mitigate

operational,  financial and reputational issues

through effective governance, compliance

and controls.

Program management will drive the whole service 

delivery process to maximize and secure the benefits 

of change.



Experience in last era of fiscal restraint
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Mr. Clark

[English] We were desperately trying to 

reduce unnecessary administrative costs in 

an environment where real operating 

budgets were being reduced each year. 

There had been eleven expenditure 

reduction exercises in the previous decade. 

The public service in 1992 was almost identical in size to what it had been five years 

earlier. Given the population increase and the net addition of new programs, we estimated 

the public service was doing about 10% more work than five years earlier with the same 

number of people, which can be equated to a 2% productivity increase each year, and we 

were proud of that.

To maintain these productivity increases the Treasury Board Secretariat in those days 

believed it crucial to do what it could to reduce unproductive rules and streamline 

administrative processes. As part of the public service 2000 initiative the Treasury Board 

ended person-year controls, introduced single operating budgets, allowed year-end carry-

forwards, and made optional a number of common services. The secretariat had a shared 

management agenda process with each deputy minister and a departmental management 

assessment process that affected the deputies' performance rating from the clerk and the 

Prime Minister.



Advice to EXs in 1987
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 Integrity: Maintain ―public service

standards‖ of probity

 Roles: Understand your role and the

workings of our system of democracy

 Institutions and People: Respect

institutional relationships but deal with people 

 Communication: Constantly work at communicating

 Initiative and Follow-through: Get things going

and then deliver

 Commitment:  Work hard

 Learning: Continue to learn and to innovate



Public service values in the 1980s
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 Implicit but fundamental

 elitism (noblesse)

 duty (oblige)

 honour

 frugality

 public good

 accomplishment (actually

making things happen)

 Not so much

 accountability

 control framework

 risk management

Amazing!



Good planning hasn’t changed much
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 Today‘s Corporate 

Risk Profiles look 

a lot like 1980s 

Departmental 

Management Plans



Plus ça change…
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 What we called them then  What we called them then

 Management Priority

 Management Challenges

 not listed (pretty obvious)

 Strategies

 Deliverables

 Processes quite similar

 Environmental scan

 Discussion among 

functional & operating units

 Roll up to exec. committee



Administrative bloat is relentless

–– effect of 2008-10 recession 

Growth in Wage Bill

―We estimate that total salaries and wages fell from about $13.7 billion in 1990–91 to about $12.5 billion in 1997–

98 (the "low point" after Program Review). Over the next five years, expanding population, changing workforce 

composition and increasing average salaries drove the total to around $17.9 billion in 2002–03. Looking at "total 

compensation", we see a similar decline from around $17.8 billion in 1990–91 to $16.6 billion in 1997–98. By 2002–

03, the total had reached about $24.8 billion.‖

James Lahey (Expenditure Review of Federal Public Sector Compensation Policy and 

Comparability,  TBS, 2007)

Wages and Benefits: Comparison between 

public and private sector

Source: based on March 31 populations provided by James 

Lahey, private communication, October 1, 2010
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The appalling cost of red tape
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―From a survey of selected departments, the panel estimates 

that federal personnel costs of administering $26.9 billion of 

grant and contribution programming amounts to at least 5 per 

cent of the total or $1.5 billion. We have no estimate of the 

costs to recipient organizations, but have heard during our 

consultations that their percentage is in many cases between 

15 per cent and 30 per cent. Most grants or contributions are 

for amounts below $100,000.

Report or the Independent Blue Ribbon Panel on Grant and 

Contribution Programs (2006)

―Our management team estimated at one point that we were 

spending more than 35% of our time coping with understanding 

and responding to frameworks and other change management 

initiatives. Adding to that the implementation of new rules and 

paperwork on ‗accountability,‘ and we found we were spending 

less than 45% of our time on actually delivering the various 

programs for which we were responsible.‖

Recently retired federal program manager, cited in Distinguishing 

the Real from the Surreal in Management Reform (2005)



We didn’t invent over-regulation
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of raspberry jam issued to one cavalry regiment during a 

sandstorm in western Spain. This reprehensible carelessness may 

be related to the pressure of circumstances since we are at war 

with France, a fact which may come as a bit of a surprise to you 

gentlemen in Whitehall.

This brings me to my present purpose, which is to request 

elucidation of my instructions from His Majesty’s Government, 

so that I may better understand why I am dragging an army 

over these barren plains. I construe that perforce it must be one 

of two alternative duties, as given below. I shall pursue either 

one with the best of my ability but I cannot do both:

1) To train an army of uniformed British clerks in Spain for the 

benefit of the copyboys in London or, perchance

2) To see to it that the forces of Napoleon are driven out of 

Spain.

Your most obedient servant, 

WELLINGTON

MESSAGE

From the Duke of Wellington to the

British Foreign Office in London

(written from Central Spain in August 1812)

Gentlemen:

Whilst marching from Portugal to a position which commands 

the approach to Madrid and the French forces, my officers have 

been diligently complying with your requests which have been 

sent by H.M. ship from London to Lisbon and thence by 

dispatch rider to our headquarters.

We have enumerated our saddles, bridles, tents and tent poles, 

and all manner of sundry items for which His Majesty’s 

Government holds me accountable. I have dispatched reports on 

the character, wit and spleen of every officer. Each item and 

every farthing have been accounted for, with two regrettable 

exceptions for which I beg your indulgence.

Unfortunately the sum of one shilling and ninepence remains 

unaccounted for in one of the infantry battalion’s petty cash 

and there has been a hideous confusion as to the number of jars



But we did impose surreal requirements
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...and this was before the 

Federal Accountability Act!



Governance challenges for PS managers
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 We need a new look at the old objective:

 Perpetual questions:

 What is the right thing

to do?

 What is the best way

to get it done?

 How do we get on

with it?

good

^Getting things done in government
efficiently                          

^



Capacity: Could Canada do these now?
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1940s to 1970s

 Mobilizing for WW2

 St. Lawrence Seaway

 Canada Health Act

 Canada/Quebec Pension Plan

 Lalonde/Johnson Orange 

Paper on Welfare Reform

 DREE & the ambition of

tackling regional disparity

 Anti-Inflation Board

 6 & 5 program

1980s and 1990s

 1980 National Energy Program

 1981 Constitution and 

Charter

 1983 Crow Rate Reform

 1984 FAA Crown 

Corporations Amendments 

 1988 Canada-US Free Trade 

 1991 GST

 1993 Reorganization

 1996 Transformation of 

Transport Canada



Capacity: warning signs
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 Consultants drafting MCs and TB submissions

 Consultants drafting RPPs, DPRs, reports, speeches

 Consultants doing policy development, audits, evaluations

 Loss of corporate memory

 e.g., MAF, SMA and DMA

 Loss of confidence

 ―Our forebears used

to climb those mountains.‖

Evert Lindquist in Treasury Board’s Management Accountability 

Framework, How Ottawa Decides, 2009-10

For officials with some institutional memory, there were lessons to be 

learned from the early 1990s when Ian Clark, as Secretary to the Treasury 

Board, introduced the Shared Management Agenda (SMA), underpinned by 

Departmental Management Assessments (DMAs). In the midst of great flux 

in management initiatives in the late 1980s and very early 1990s flowing 

from the Increased Ministerial Authority and Accountability initiative, 

Public Service 2000, the shift to operating budgets, special operating 

agencies, employment equity, and ongoing expenditure cuts – to name only 

a few – Clark sought to engage deputy ministers in a more collaborative 

manner. This included using advisory councils and undertaking department 

“management assessments” based on information drawn from across TBS 

and the Office of the Comptroller General and their respective policy 

domains (then TBS included what would eventually become the Canada 

Public Service Agency). This information was assembled and distilled by an 

analyst in the Management Initiatives group with modest support, and used 

as a basis for a short two or three page note to inform bilateral meetings 

between the Secretary and deputy ministers and agency heads to identify 

mutual management priorities. The DMAs were also used by the Committee 

of Senior Officials in the performance review of these top executives. 



Getting our public service house in order
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1. Rethink the ―Ottawa consensus‖ on accountability and 

control to account for human reality

2. Calculate and publish cost of administrative processes

3. Address fraud forthrightly, noting its limited incidence

4. Strengthen merit by specifying competencies, raising 

standards, eliminating tenure and addressing 

underperformers

5. Deal rigorously with IT and IM

6. Focus innovation incentives on productivity and savings

Suggestions for governance improvements that could be 

driven by public service leaders



Suggestion 1: Rethink Ottawa consensus
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1. Public policies should be directed at improving societal 

wellbeing measured in terms of purchasable goods and services 

or other monetizable indicators

2. Public policies and administrative regimes should focus on 

rational and secular elements of human behaviour, treating 

emotional and spiritual elements as personal matters beyond 

the role of the state

3. Public trust and confidence is best secured by clear rules, 

strong oversight, and independent verification

4. Public administration should be governed by rules that assure 

public transparency, equality of treatment and limited 

administrative discretion

5. Accountability for administrative process and measurable 

results should be a preeminent goal and administrators should 

be expected to operate within a narrow range of behavioural 

norms

6. Equality in conditions and performance among groups defined 

by gender, age or ethnicity should be pursued through removal 

of systemic barriers and provision of compensatory measures

The Washington consensus

(early 1980s to late 2008)

1. independent monetary policy

2. balanced fiscal policy

3. economic framework policy

(as opposed to ―industrial policy‖)

4. free trade

5. government transparency

The six pillars of the 
“Ottawa consensus” 
appear commendable, 
but unfortunately they are
based on a number of 
faulty assumptions



Faulty theory
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Hyper-rationalist assumptions 

underlying the Ottawa consensus

Monetizable well being – human happiness is strongly 

associated with purchasing power and that human 

motivation is based largely on the opportunity for 

material gain

Rational choice – individual decisions and responses 

to stimuli are based on conscious reflection

Independent scrutiny – confidence in institutions can 

be enhanced by expanding the scope of independent 

oversight bodies

Manageable innovation – human creativity and 

productivity can be effectively managed through 

rules-based, financially motivated institutional 

structures

Inherent equality – if systemic factors could be 

equalized there would be no significant gender, age or 

ethnic differences in policy preferences, career 

choices or professional aptitudes

What’s missing?
... human reality

Non-pecuniary motivation – the role of 

non-monetary factors in wellbeing and 

decision making 

Emotional responses – the role of 

emotions in behaviour and performance 

Trust and confidence – the sources of 

individual and institutional credibility and 

their implications for leadership

Unconscious reasoning – the role of 

unconscious thinking, creativity and 

judgement

Inherent differences – the implications of 

differences in personal traits, talents and 

temperaments, including those correlated 

with group identity



Suggestion 2: Publish overhead costs
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 How much does MAF cost?

 How much do DPRs and RPPs cost?

 How much do audits and evaluations cost?

 How much are they worth?

over $42 

million per 

year

recognizing that MPs 

essentially ignore them

http://mqup.mcgill.ca/images/books/Maslove_How_Ottawa_lg.jpg


Suggestion 3: Strengthen merit
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 Dramatically increase 

competency requirements and 

test for them

 Think radically about dealing 

with underperformers



Suggestion 4: Be forthright with fraud
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 Be more forthright about the existence of fraud in the 

public service (like other countries)

 Focus on fraud prevention

 But recognize the low incidence

 experience in 1990 and 2010:

one-per-thousand-employees-per-year



Suggestion 5: Be rigorous with IT/IM
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 Face up to the reality that:

 managing technology and information in government is 

becoming almost as important as managing people

 information management in many departments is in appalling 

disarray

 most public servants don‘t know how to use the most basic of 

the ―productivity tools‖ on their computers

 Government of Canada no longer a leader in IT innovation

 Presumably this requires more:

 serious attention at the highest executive levels

 training at all levels

 rigorous standards and performance incentives



Suggestion 6: Focus innovation on costs
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 Focus incentives to innovate on improving productivity 

and reducing costs

 Often the lower cost solution is obvious – the hard task 

is managing change

 The Budget Office challenge is how to encourage 

investment in cost savings at a time of stringent cost 

control

 Review experience with special investment and payback 

schemes

 A crude approach is ―cut their budgets and let them manage‖ 

(necessity being the mother of invention)



A good governance agenda for the PS
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 Improve mechanical aspects of institutional governance

―the processes and structures through which power and 

authority are exercised, including decision-making processes‖

 Improve value for money and regain respect of Canadians

 adjust management frameworks to human reality

 streamline processes

 reform tenure and performance management

 specify competencies and raise standards

 bring compensation closer to market

 apply more rigour to management of information technology

 focus innovation efforts on productivity improvement

 allow more space for wisdom and judgement
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Thank you

Merci


